
Umpire Notes and Arrival Schedule 
Map 
To aid setting the table up, here’s a map with a 1’ grid over it. 

 
Russian 
Allow initial orders for Bagration or Gortschakoff to be quite general: “Attack Posthenen 
and any troops in the vicinity.” 
Bennigsen is off table. When his card comes up he can 

a) attempt to change the orders of either Bagration or Gortschakoff. To do this he 
needs to roll a 4 or 5 on his D average 

b) Change the arrival wing (to left or right) of any Division not yet arrived. 
 
French 
Allow Lannes to order a battalion of Oudinot’s division to garrison Heinrichsdorf. They 
move on a blind, on Oudinot’s turn, and march straight to the town. They will then 
occupy it until forced out by the enemy, or Lannes/Oudinot spends PIPs on them. If they 
are prevented from occupying the town by the Russians, they may either stand and 
defend themselves, or attempt to rejoin Oudinot’s troops. 
Use the “Hatred” optional rule for the Poles when attacking Russians. 
 
 
 
 
 



Arrival Schedule 
The French have a fixed order of arrival. The Russians should decide an order of march 
before the game, and nominate which flank (left or right) each Division will arrive on. 
You can use the fixed times given here, or get each commander to throw 2 D6 each turn. 
Keep count, and when they reach the required total, bring the appropriate troops on the 
table. All troops arrive on a column of march blind, with no orders- Lannes and 
Bagration/Gortschakoff must give them orders. 
 
Time Russian Arrival French Arrival Dice total  
5am (move 0) Div 1  0 
6am (move 5) Div 2 Fresia 35 
7am (move 9) Div 3 Mortier 63 
7.30 am (move 11) Div 4  77 
8am (move 13) Div 5 Beaumont & Colbert 91 
10am (move 21)  Verdier 147 
  


